I N F RASTRUCTUR E
I N STA L L ATION & DES IG N

INTELLIGENT INFRASTRUCTURE
DELIVERING CORE BUSINESS BENEFITS
FROM DAY ONE
The IT infrastructures of today are being strained to breaking point by the adoption of
new technologies and applications.
The potential business implications are significant: inability to serve customers effectively,
supply chain delays, slower product development, compromised security, and more.
At OryxAlign we create and implement intelligent infrastructures; ones that can predict,
learn, optimize, protect and self-heal.
KEY FEATURES OF OUR SERVICES

• Industry accredited infrastructure engineers (Microsoft, VMware & Cisco) • PRINCE2 accredited
project management team • Detailed & comprehensive pre-project implementation plans
• Non-disruptive project delivery • Consultative approach focusing on industry best practises
• Improving operational efficiency & performance • Infrastructure efficiency audits • VCIO capability
• Technology roadmap 100% partnership guarantee
Ultimately, the value of an intelligent infrastructure is measured not simply in IT capabilities and resource,
but in the new business outcomes made possible which are a more flexible and agile business, the ability
to serve customers more effectively, improved support for collaboration and the user community and more
predictable cost reductions.
The breadth of technical skill across the OryxAlign project team is vast and we employ the best talent in
the industry to ensure that all our infrastructure projects are delivered accurately, on time and on budget.
We focus on delivering improved operational efficiency and performance through the implementation
and adoption of the right technology to successfully grow organisations. So whether you’re looking for a
way to improve or expand your existing infrastructure environment, or considering a move to the cloud,
OryxAlign is your perfect technology partner.
Imagine how an intelligent and highly available infrastructure would unlock the agility in your organisation,
creating competitive advantage and increased operational efficiency and performance.

ABOUT ORYXALIGN
OryxAlign is a thriving and vibrant managed technology services provider, with client happiness at the heart of
our business. With decades of combined experience, we remove the stress and strains of IT by delivering efficient,
practical and affordable managed technology services.
We work as your IT partner, not as an outsourced provider.		

oryxalign.com

NETWORK IMPLEMENTATIONS
Building networks & infrastructure from the ground
up specifically tailored to meet the requirements
of your organisation and ensuring a return on
investment over
a predicted life-span.
VIRTUALISATION
Focussing on infrastructure high-availability our
VMware accredited consultants virtualise where
they can in order to optimise and consolidate.
The business case for virtualisation has been proven
when it comes to increasing IT productivity and
responsiveness.
AUTOMATION & INTELLIGENCE
Using industry leading automation deployment
and optimization technologies, we focus on
exceeding our clients expectations throughout our
implementations. It’s a win-win scenario.
TECHNOLOGY REFRESH
Keeping our clients’ infrastructure current and
reliable to power their business is vital. We refresh
servers, networks, desktops & printers as part of
our ongoing managed technology service.
We are also able to provide equipment financing
and leasing to suit requirements.
WAN IMPLEMENTATIONS
Connectivity is evolving rapidly and we ensure our
clients are not left behind. From complex MPLS
design to the basic fibre circuits, our project and
provisioning team are there to work with you and
ensure seamless service delivery when upgrading
your connectivity.
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WIRELESS INFRASTRUCTURE
We are accredited Meraki, Aerohive & Meru
installers and deliver feature rich and highperformance wireless solutions, indoor & outdoor.
Wireless connectivity is becoming the new standard
and intelligent AP’s are adding a huge amount of
value to organisations.
CLOUD MIGRATIONS
Cloud computing does not suit all businesses, but
it has whetted the appetites of most. The cloud
business models are now capable of adapting
flexibly and quickly to the needs of a business, and
serve to shift capital expenditure to operational
expenditure which is an increasingly attractive
value proposition.
We ensure that your journey to the cloud is the
right path for your business and if it is, that you
take the right road.
NETWORK SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS
Network & perimeter security is critical to
every organisation. Our infrastructure team are
highly trained in security centric infrastructure
implementations which provide data protection and
technology peace of mind.
APPLICATION TESTING & IMPLEMENTATION
Ensuring our clients’ infrastructure is adequately
resourced to deal with the demands of powerful
applications is key
Our infrastructure team provide the consultancy
& vendor management needed for successful
application delivery and integration.

